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General deterrence theory definition

It is generally accepted that traffic enforcement agencies influence behaviour through two processes: general deterrence and specific deterrence. General deterrence can be defined as the impact of the threat of legal punishment on the public at large. Specific deterrence can be seen as the impact of
actual legal punishment on those who have been detained. Thus, general deterrence is the result of the public's perception that traffic rules are being followed and that there is a risk of detection and punishment in the event of a traffic violation. Specific deterrence is the result of actual experience in
identifying, prosecuting and punishing offenders. The general assumption underlying police enforcement is that it should be primarily aimed at general deterrence, which is primarily achieved by increasing the subjective risk of fear. Subjective risk of detention, and therefore the effectiveness of police
execution, is greater if the police execution is : Accompanied by publicity Unpredictable and difficult to avoid a combination of highly visible and less visible activities primarily focused on times and places with high disruption (maximum feedback with potential offenders) Continuation over a longer period of
time These general principles may need further regional adaptation to the regional adaptation to account regional differences in relation to levels of violations , the state of the road network, and sometimes even social norms. Studies have shown regional differences in the effectiveness of policing in
policing. Criminology Penology Theory Anomie Biosocial Criminology Broken Windows Collective Efficiency Analysis of Crime Differential Association Devians Label Theory Psychopathy Rational Choice Social Control Social Disorganization Social Training Strain Subculture Symbolic Interaction
Victimism Types of Crimes Vs. Humanity Blue-Collar Corporate Juvenile Organized Political Public Order State-Corporate Without Victims of White-Collar War Methods Comparative Profiling Critical Theory Ethnicity Single Crime Reports DisplayIng Positivist School Of Qualifying Quantitative BJS NIBRS
Penology Denunciation Deterrence Judicial Prison Cancellation of Open Prisoner Abuse Reform Inmate Abuse Of Rehabilitation Recidivism Justice in Penology Participation Restorative Retribution Single Confinement School of Anarchist Criminology Chicago School Classical School Conflict Criminology
Critical Criminology Environmental Criminology Criminology Feminist School of Integrative Criminology Italian School Left Marxist Realism Neoclassical School Of Positivist School of Postmodern School Right Realism Subfields American Anthropological Criminology Criminology vte Deterrence in relation
to criminal offenses is the idea or theory that the threat of punishment will deter people from committing crimes and reduce the likelihood and/or level of wrongdoing in society. This is considered to be one of the five objectives of the punishment; the other four objectives are denunciation, disability (to
protect society), retribution and rehabilitation. The theory of criminal deterrence has two possible uses: the first is that the penalties imposed on individual offenders will deter or prevent this particular offender from committing further crimes; secondly, the public knowledge that some crimes would be
punished has a generalized deterrent effect that prevents others from committing crimes. Two different aspects of punishment can affect deterrence. The first relates to the certainty of punishment; by increasing the likelihood of detention and punishment, this can have a deterrent effect. The second
concerns the severity of the punishment; how severe the punishment for a particular crime can affect the conduct if the potential offender concludes that the punishment is so severe that there is no risk of getting caught. The fundamental principle of deterrence is that it is utilitarian or promising. As with
rehabilitation, it is designed to change behaviour in the future, not simply to provide retribution or punishment for current or past behavior. The categories have two main goals of deterrence theory. Individual deterrence is the purpose of punishment in order to prevent the offender from committing criminal
acts in the future. It is believed that in punishment offenders recognize the unpleasant consequences of their actions for themselves and appropriately change their behavior. The general deterrence is the intention to deter the public from committing crimes by punishing those who offend. When an offender
is punished, for example, by sending a prison, a clear message is sent to the whole society that such behaviour will lead to an unpleasant reaction on the part of the criminal justice system. Most people do not want to end up in prison, and therefore they are deterred from committing crimes that can be



punished in this way. At the heart of the assumptions, the key assumption underlying the theory of deterrence is that offenders weigh all the pros and cons of a particular course of action and make rational choices. Known as the theory of rational choice, it implies that people are free to choose their
actions and behaviours (as opposed to being offended by socio-economic factors such as unemployment, poverty, limited education and/or drug addiction). The offender is able to assess the probability of getting caught. The offender knows the likely punishment to be received. can calculate whether the
pain or severity of the likely punishment benefits or benefits from getting away with a crime. Other assumptions relate to the concept of marginal deterrence based on the belief that it is reasonable to punish a more serious crime more severely than a lesser crime and a number of crimes more strictly than
one crime. The assumption here is that harsher penalties will deter offenders from committing more serious acts, and therefore there is a marginal benefit. The philosophical basis of two utilitarian philosophers of the 18th century Cesare Lecharia and Jeremy Bentham formulated the theory of deterrence
as an explanation of crime and a method of reducing it. Bkkaria argued that the crime was not only an attack on a person, but also on society. This goes beyond punishment and restitution to victims. Society was becoming a victim, not just a bystander, and what was seen as a dispute between individuals
was being extended to the question of criminal law. For utilitarians, the goal of punishment was to protect society by preventing crime. The religious basis of the history of punishment in response to crime began in biblical times with an eye-catching guide, although Later Christians interpreted it literally,
emphasizing compassion and tolerance rather than punishment, even to the extent that the other cheek was turned. Although the majority of the Western population eventually accepted some versions of Judeo-Christian values, medieval Europe showed little restraint prescribed by this religious tradition.
On the contrary, the level of violence among the medieval population was exceeded only by the force used by developing States in their attempts to maintain control and suppress it. Deciding whether the offender is guilty is more important than the nature of the crime. After the blame was announced, the
question was not so much whether the death penalty should be carried out, but how dramatic it should be. There were not many punishments other than expulsion and execution. In the Islamic system of hedd, used 1,400 years ago, the punishment for crimes is public and aimed at general social
deterrence. The evidence of the lack of rationality of the effects of alcohol and drugs The notion that people are rational subjects who consider the consequences of their behavior before deciding to commit a crime is seriously problematic. While this level of rationality may apply to some well-educated
white-collar criminals, most of those who end up in prison do not fit that profile. In the United States, one study found that at least half of all state prisoners are under the influence of alcohol or drugs at the time of their crime. However, the National Council on Alcoholism and Drug Addiction found that 80%
of all offences occur under the influence of alcohol and drugs, and that half of those in prison are clinically dependent. Thus, most of the majority committed by offenders who are too weak to rationally consider the pros and cons of their behaviour. Studies of the effects of mental disorders show that a
significant proportion of prisoners have personality disorders or other mental disorders that affect their ability to make rational decisions. A 2016 study in the journal Lancet Psychiatry found that prisoners have high levels of mental disorders... Despite the high level of need, these disorders are often under-
diagnosed and poorly treated. In 2002, a systematic review of 62 different studies from 12 different countries, published in The Lancet, found that 65% of men in prison and 42% of women have personality disorder. Mental health and personality disorders will undoubtedly affect a person's ability to make
rational decisions about their abusive behavior. Exposure to traumatic brain injury Many inmates have suffered head injuries that can lead to loss of impulse control and cognitive impairment. A 2010 study found that more than 60% of inmates suffered significant head injuries. Adults with traumatic brain
injury were first sent to prison when they were very young and reported higher rates of reoffending. The presence of traumatic brain injury also reduces a person's ability to make rational decisions, and the same applies to fetal alcohol spectrum disorder, a neurological disability in the brain. Studies have
shown that it causes learning disability, impulsivity, hyperactivity, social ineptitude, poor judgment, and can increase susceptibility to victimization and participation in the criminal justice system. In fact, young people with FASD are 19 times more likely to be incarcerated than those who do not have FASD
in a given year because of their poor decision-making. Knowing of the likely punishment for a sanction to act as a deterrent, potential offenders should know exactly what punishment they will receive before committing a crime. However, the data show that few people know what sentences will be imposed
for a particular crime and, in the United States, tend to underestimate how harsh the sentence will be. Offenders were probably well aware that crimes such as assault, robbery, drug trafficking, rape and murder would be punished, but did not know what the specific punishment would be. Anderson's 2002
study found that only 22% of offenders convicted of cannabis cultivation knew exactly what the punishments would be. This is not surprising, given that sentencing is a complex process: which sanctions are imposed depends on a number of different factors, including age previous criminal history, whether
they plead guilty, their alleged level of remorse and any other mitigating factors. If a potential offender doesn't know what punishment he'll get, he'll get the ability to make rational choices about whether the potential pain associated with committing a particular crime outweighs the potential benefit. Another
problem is that even if offenders have accurate knowledge of possible punishments, they do not necessarily take this information into account before committing a crime. Anderson's research found that 35% of offenders did not think about a possible punishment before committing a crime. Durant (2014)
notes that many crimes are impulsive in nature and are committed in the heat of a moment with little rethinking or planning. The lack of certainty of punishment tends to be a significant difference between the crime rates in official statistics and the number of people who report being victims in crime
surveys. Most crimes, including serious ones, do not result in arrest or conviction. In the United Kingdom, only 2 per cent of crimes result in convictions, and only one in seven of these convictions result in imprisonment. The Ministry of the Interior (1993) concluded that he was about one in 300 chances to
be sent to prison for a crime. In the United States, it was estimated that only one out of every 100 thefts resulted in imprisonment. As for drug use, the chances of getting caught are even more remote: less than one in 3,000. If it is unlikely that the offender will indeed be caught, let alone punished, then
there is very little certainty of punishment, and any deterrent effect is significantly reduced. Perception risk Durrant (2014) argues that it is a perception of risk that has the potential to deter wrongdoing rather than the punishment itself. He cites a study of offenders in which 76% did not think about getting
caught or thought the chances of getting caught were slim. Offenders who successfully come off the side of certain crimes are particularly likely to discount the likelihood of getting caught, especially for drunk driving. Durant concludes: For any crime, the chances of real punishment by the criminal justice
system are very low, and active offenders are well aware of these favourable rates, thus undermining the potential deterrents of punishment. Definition against gravity Is generally accepted to increase the severity of the punishment increases the potential pain or cost of committing a crime and should
therefore make the offence less likely. One of the simplest ways of increasing gravity is to impose longer prison sentences for a particular crime. However, there are limits as to how severe the punishment can be imposed on the principle of proportionality: severity should be roughly proportional to the
seriousness of the offence. In a literature review, Durant found that the most systematic reviews of the consequences of sentencing in the case of crime, with a few exceptions, there is little evidence that increased punitive sanctions have an impact on the offence. This is partly because many offenders are
used to imprisonment, so that longer sentences are not always perceived as harsher than shorter sentences. Criminologists have found that increasing the certainty of punishment has a stronger deterrent effect than an increase in the severity of punishment; offenders who believe that sanctions for
specific crimes are almost inevitable are less likely to engage in criminal activity. However, because of the low level of detention in most criminal justice systems, it is much easier in practice to make punishments more severe than to make them more defined. The effectiveness of measuring and assessing
the impact of criminal sanctions on subsequent criminal behaviour is difficult. Despite numerous studies using different sources of data, sanctions, types of crime, statistical methods and theoretical approaches, there is little agreement in the scientific literature on whether, under what circumstances, to
what extent, what crimes, at what cost, for which persons and, perhaps most importantly, in what direction the various aspects of modern criminal sanctions affect subsequent criminal behaviour. There are extensive reviews of this literature with some contradictory assessments. Daniel Nagin (1998), one
of the leading bodies in deterrence, believes that the collective action of the criminal justice system has a very significant deterrent effect on society as a whole. He said it was also his view that the finding had limited value in policy-making. He argues that the question is not whether the criminal justice
system prevents or deters crime, but whether the new policy added to the existing structure will have any additional deterrent effect. As an individual deterrent, a later study by Nagin (2009) showed that the increased severity of punishment has little deterrent effect on individual offenders. A meta-analysis
of the deterrent effect of punishment on individual offenders also shows that tougher sentences are of little use. In 2001, Canadian criminologist Paul Gendro collected the results of 50 different studies of the deterrent effects of incarceration involving more than 350,000 offenders. This included studies
comparing the impact of incarceration on community sentences and the impact of longer and shorter prison sentences on recidivism rates. found no support for the deterrent effects of the punishment. Gendro wrote: None of the tests found that incarceration reduced recidivism. The rate of recidivism for
offenders who have been imprisoned, as opposed to Community sanctions are similar. In addition, longer sentences are not associated with a reduction in recidivism. In fact, the opposite was found. Longer sentences were associated with a 3% increase in recidivism. This finding shows some support for
the theory that prison can serve as a school of crime for some offenders. Durant argues that enhanced punishment reviews such as boot camps, intensive surveillance, terribly straightforward programs and electronic monitoring tend to be consistent with the notion that increasing the severity of
punishment is not a significant deterrent to offenders. In another study, Kuzemko found that when parole was revoked (as a result, prisoners served their full sentences), it increased the crime rate and the prison population by 10%. This is because prisoners who know they can get out early if they behave
psychologically are invested in rehabilitation. When parole was revoked for some offenders (i.e. there was no hope of parole), these inmates amassed more disciplinary violations, completed fewer rehabilitation programs and were again offended at higher rates than prisoners who were released early. The
death penalty remains in place in some countries, such as some in the United States, because of the perception that it is a powerful deterrent to the most serious crimes. In 1975, Ehrlich stated that the death penalty was effective as a general deterrent and that each execution resulted in seven or eight
murders in society. More recent studies have not been able to find such effects as?. Durant (2014) believes that the different results achieved by different researchers largely depend on what model of research is used. The main difficulty in assessing the effectiveness of the death penalty as a deterrent in
the United States is that very few people are actually executed. Fagan (2006) notes that the rare and somewhat arbitrary use of the death penalty in states (which still carry the death penalty) means that it does not perform any deterrent function, since none of the alleged killers can reasonably expect to
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